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Contracts and investment protection 

• Practice – the use of contracts as instruments to 

protect foreign investments 

• Background – the concept of ‘state contracts’ or 

‘economic development agreements’ as a special 

category of contracts 

• The theory of internationalization – three common 

elements: 

– Express choice of international law 

– Reference to international arbitration 

– Stabilization 

 



Modern contractual mechanisms 

addressing political risk  

• Reference to international commercial arbitration or 

ICSID arbitration, cf ICSID article 25 and article 42 

• Stabilization clauses 

– ‘Freezing’ clauses 

– ‘Intangibility’ clauses 

– ‘Balancing’ or ‘equilibrium’ clauses 

• Specific restrictions or guarantees, e.g. tax 

exemptions, tax stabilisation 

• Renegotiation clauses 



Application of public international law in 

ordinary commercial arbitration (cf ICSID 

article 42) 
• Two questions: (i) substantive applicability, and (ii) 

arbitral powers 

• Examples of application in arbitral practice 

– Texaco v Libya, SPP v Egypt, Himpurna v Persero 

• Enforceability under the NY Convention 

– Significance of article V 1 (c) – “excess of competence” 

– Significance of article V 2 (b) – “ordre public” 

• The relationship between public international law 

and the applicable law of the contract  
 

 



Contract claims under investment 

treaties 

• Two distinct issues: 

– Jurisdiction over contract claims 

– The substantive issue – breach of contract versus breach of 

treaty (cf CAA and Vivendi v Argentina, Dec on Annulm, 

2002) 
  

 “Articles 3 and 5 of the BIT do not relate directly to breach of a municipal contract. 

Rather they set an independent standard. A state may breach a treaty without 

breaching a contract, and vice versa, and this is certainly true of these provisions of 

the BIT” 

 



The jurisdictional issues: 

• Does the contract constitute an investment? 

• Does jurisdiction ratione materiae extend to any dispute or 

merely to breaches of the treaty? 

• Overlapping contract and treaty jurisdiction 

– Is there a valid waiver of treaty jurisdiction in the contract and may 

jurisdiction under the treaty be waived? 

 



Overlapping treaty and contract 

jurisdiction (cont.) 
• Main principles and concerns 

– Party autonomy and freedom of contract 

– Effectiveness of the treaty protection 

– The analogy to Calvo clauses 

• The law – distinction between treaty claims and contract claims 

(Cf the Vivendi case) 

– Contract claims – the contractual forum has precedence 

– Treaty claims – the contractual jurisdiction clause is presumed not to apply 

– Unclear whether a contractual jurisdiction clause or waiver is overridden by 

treaty jurisdiction (Cf Vivendi, Azurix and contrast Aguas del tunari, 

Occidental )  

– Exhaustion of contractual remedies as condition of admissibility? 



Umbrella clauses 

• Typical clause – the Energy Charter Treaty article 10 

(1) i.f 

 Each Contracting Party shall observe any obligations it has entered into with an 

Investor or an Investment of an Investor of any other Contracting Party  

• The SGS controversy 

• Main issues: 

 Which commitments are covered?   

- contractual or similar commitments entered into by the state 

 What measures does it cover – any breach of contract?  

- Room for a Public and Commercial distinction? 

 The applicable law 


